	
  

Saturday, 19 August 2017

A Conversation with Kyai Haji Yahya Cholil Staquf, General Secretary of Indonesia’s
Largest Muslim Organization

Terrorism and Islam are Intimately Connected
Many Western politicians and intellectuals say that Islamist terrorism has nothing to do with Islam.
What is your view, as leader of the world’s largest organization of Sunni Muslims, the Nahdlatul
Ulama of Indonesia?
Western politicians should stop pretending that extremism and terrorism have nothing to do with
Islam. There is a crystal clear relationship between fundamentalism, terror and the basic
assumptions of Islamic orthodoxy. So long as we lack consensus regarding this matter, we cannot
attain final victory over fundamentalist violence within Islam. Radical Islamic movements are
nothing new. They’ve appeared again and again throughout our own history in Indonesia. The
West must stop ascribing any and all discussion of these issues to “Islamophobia.” Or do people
want to accuse me—an Islamic scholar—of being an Islamophobe, too?

What basic assumptions within traditional Islam are problematic?
Three areas, which we describe as “centers of concern,” are particularly important. First, the
relationship of Muslims with non-Muslims. Second, the relationship of Muslims to the state. And
third, Muslims’ relationship to the prevailing legal system wherever they happen to live.

Let’s begin with the relationship between Muslims and non-Muslims. What is problematic about
the traditional Islamic understanding of this?
Within the classical tradition, the relationship between Muslims and non-Muslims is assumed to
be one of segregation and enmity. Perhaps there were reasons for this during the Middle Ages,
when the basic tenets of Islamic orthodoxy were established, but in today’s world such a doctrine is
simply unreasonable. To the extent that Muslims adhere to this view of Islam, it renders them
incapable of living harmoniously and peacefully within the multi-cultural, multi-religious societies
of the 21st century.

	
  

	
  

Those are harsh statements. If they came from a Western politician, he would likely be accused of
racism.
I’m not saying that Islam is the only factor causing Muslim minorities in the West to lead a
segregated existence, frequently isolated from society as a whole. There may be other factors on the
part of the host nation such as racism, for example, which exists everywhere in the world. But in
any case, traditional Islam—which fosters an attitude of segregation and enmity towards nonMuslims—is an important factor.

Now to the second point: the traditional Muslim relationship with the state.
Within the Islamic tradition, the state is conceptualized as a single, universal entity that unites all
Muslims beneath the rule of one man, who leads them in opposition to, and conflict with, the
non-Muslim world.

Does that mean—at least in regard to this particular matter—that the call to establish a caliphate
that is so frequently issued by radical forces, including the Islamic State, is not unIslamic?
No, it is not. The Islamic State’s goal of establishing a global caliphate stands squarely within the
orthodox Islamic tradition. But we live in a world of nation states. Any attempt to create a unified
Islamic state in the 21st century can only lead to chaos and violence.

The third area of problematic basic assumptions, within Islamic orthodoxy, concerns the relationship
of Muslims to the prevailing legal system wherever they happen to live.
Many Muslims assume that there is an established and immutable set of Islamic laws, which are
often described as shari‘ah. This assumption is also in line with Islamic tradition, but of course
leads to serious conflict with the legal system that exists in secular nation states. We must reach a
point [of societal consensus], so that any [fundamentalist] view of Islam that posits the traditional
norms of Islamic jurisprudence as absolutes, will be rejected out of hand as false. Religious
teachings must be contextualized and religious values aligned with social reality. And it must be
crystal clear, to all, that state laws have precedence and will prevail [in the event of perceived
conflict between Islamic tradition and state law].

How can that be accomplished?
Generations ago, we achieved a de facto consensus in Indonesia that Islamic teachings must be
contextualized in order to reflect the ever-changing circumstances of time and place. In other
words, the majority of Indonesian Muslims were of the opinion—and, I believe, still are—that the
various assumptions embedded within Islamic tradition must be viewed within the historical,
political and social context of their emergence in the Middle East, and not as absolute injunctions
that must dictate Muslims’ behavior in the present. We should strive to achieve a global consensus
along these lines, insofar as it is possible to do so.

How can that be accomplished?
As we know from history, the question of which theological opinions are ultimately regarded as
“correct” is not determined solely by reflection and debate. These are struggles for authority, which
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necessarily have a strong political dimension. In Muslim-majority nations, including Indonesia,
political elites routinely employ Islam as a weapon to achieve their worldly objectives.

From your perspective, can a similar politicization of Islam be diagnosed generally throughout the
world?
I believe the politicization of Islam has given rise to problems that afflict European nations—such
as Belgium, the UK and Denmark—no less severely than those we face in Indonesia. Too many
Muslims view civilization, and the peaceful co-existence of people of different faiths, as something
they must combat. And I believe that many Europeans can sense this attitude among Muslims.
There’s a growing dissatisfaction in the West with respect to Muslim minorities, a growing fear of
Islam. In this sense, some Western friends of mine are also “Islamophobic.” They’re afraid of
Islam. And to be honest, I can understand their fear.

What should the West do?
The West cannot force Muslims to adopt a moderate interpretation of Islam. But Western
politicians should stop telling us that fundamentalism and violence have nothing to do with
traditional Islam. That is simply wrong.

But Western politicians who make this argument have a good reason for doing so: they don’t want
to foster division in their societies between Muslims and non-Muslims, nor contribute to racism
towards Muslims.
I share this desire. In fact, that’s the primary reason I’m speaking so frankly. But the approach you
describe won’t work. If you refuse to acknowledge the existence of a problem, you can’t begin to
solve it. One must identify the problem and explicitly state who and what is responsible for it.

We’ve talked about the role of Islamic tradition in contributing to our current problems. Which
actors have contributed to the worsening of our situation in recent years?
Over the past fifty years, Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states have spent massively to promote their
ultraconservative version of Islam worldwide. After allowing this to go unchallenged for so many
decades [to our common detriment], the West must finally exert decisive pressure upon the Saudis
to cease this problematic behavior.

From your perspective, what do the Saudis hope to achieve through their actions?
They’re pursuing their own political interests and agenda. Saudi Arabia and Iran are engaged in
competition, each seeking to acquire geopolitical and religious supremacy. Iran is Shi’ite. Thus, it
is politically advantageous for the Saudis to portray Shi’ites as infidels. However, when you
denounce non-believers as enemies whose lives are legitimately forfeit [under the tenets of classical
Islamic law], the deadly impact of such propaganda will not be felt by Shi’ites alone. Iran is
engaged in similar activities among Shi’ite communities around the world. However, it is the Saudi
strategy of propagating Wahhabism and Salafism that has turned the world into a powder keg [due
to the fact that the vast majority of Muslims are Sunni, not Shi’ite].
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Do you think it’s still possible to grab the steering wheel and turn this thing around?
There have been better times (laughs sadly). But at least we have to try.

I suspect that you and your organization are highly-sought-after political interlocutors in the terrorstricken West.
You know, I admire Western, and especially European, politicians. Their thoughts are so
wonderfully humanitarian. But that alone is insufficient [to meet the challenges ahead]. We live in
a time when you have to think and act realistically.

That’s a very diplomatic reply.
Europe has yet to learn from its mistakes. The last time I was in Brussels I witnessed some Arab,
perhaps North African, youth insult and harass a group of policemen. My Belgian friends
remarked that such behavior has become almost an everyday occurrence in their country. Why do
you allow such behavior? What kind of impression does that make? Now Europe, and Germany in
particular, are accepting massive numbers of refugees. Don’t misunderstand me: of course you
cannot close your eyes to those in need. But the fact remains: you’re taking in millions of refugees
about whom you know virtually nothing, except that they come from extremely problematic
regions of the world. [Muslim] extremists are not stupid.

I would guess that you and I agree that there is a far right wing in Western societies that would
reject even a moderate and contextualized Islam, simply because it’s a strange religion….
….and there’s an extreme left wing in the West, whose adherents reflexively denounce any and all
talk about the connections between traditional Islam, fundamentalism and violence as de facto
proof of Islamophobia. This must end. A problem that is not acknowledged cannot be solved.

Marco Stahlhut conducted this interview.
Regarding the interviewee: Kyai Haji Yahya Cholil Staquf comes
from a long line of Sunni religious scholars. He is General
Secretary of the Nahdlatul Ulama Supreme Council—the largest
Muslim organization in Indonesia, which in turn has the largest
Muslim population in the world. The Nahdlatul Ulama has over
fifty million followers, a significant percentage of whom are
moderate Muslims. Yahya Cholil Staquf belongs to the spirituallyoriented wing of this mass organization.
Kyai Haji Yahya Cholil Staquf
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